Irreversible formation of intermediate BSA oligomers requires and induces conformational changes.
Understanding the relation between protein conformational changes and aggregation, and the physical mechanisms leading to such processes, is of primary importance, due to its direct relation to a vast class of severe pathologies. Growing evidence also suggests that oligomeric intermediates, which may occur early in the aggregation pathway, can be themselves pathogenic. The possible cytotoxicity of oligomers of non-disease-associated proteins adds generality to such suggestion and to the interest of studies of oligomer formation. Here we study the early stages of aggregation of Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA), a non pathogenic protein which has proved to be a useful model system. Dynamic light scattering and circular dichroism measurements in kinetic experiments following step-wise temperature rises, show that the "intermediate" form, which initiates large-scale aggregation, is the result of structural and conformational changes and concurrent formation of oligomers, of average size in the range of 100-200 A. Two distinct thresholds are observed. Beyond the first one oligomerization starts and causes partial irreversibility of conformational changes. Beyond the second threshold, additional secondary structural changes occurring in proteins being recruited progress on the same time scale of oligomerization. The concurrent behavior causes a mutual stabilization of oligomerization, and of structural and conformational changes, evidenced by a progressive increase of their irreversibility. This process interaction appears to be pivotal in producing irreversible oligomers.